
The Cofan Alphabet

The Cofan alphabet consists of thirty-three simple or compound letters.

They are a, b, c, cc. ch, chh, d, dy, e, f, g, i, j, m, n, n, o, p. pp. q, qq,

r, s, sh, t, tt, ts, tss, u, V, y, z, '. One can read the Cofan language more or

less according to the pronunciation of Spanish with the following differences

that come from the peculiarities of the indigenous phonetics:

o is like the Spanish o but the pronunciation fluctuates between that of

the o and the u of Spanish: iyo "snake", otishiye "to wash
hands"

.

u is similar to the Spanish u but is pronounced without rounding the

lips: ccovu "month", ufa "he blew".

n or m before a consonant or at the end of a word indicate that the vowel or

group of vowels preceeding or adjacent are to be pronounced nasalized:

can'jen "he lives"; n or m before a vowel Is pronounced the same as in

Spanish: ttono "skin".

' represents a glottal stop, similar to the closure experienced between
the two syllables in pronouncing the word "button" in American English:
a'i "person".

dy is pronounced like the ng in "engine" in English: dyaiye "to sit".

sh is pronounced like the sh in "ship" in English: she'she "older
sister"

.

z is pronounced like the nds in "ends" In English: inzia "green".

Whereas c, ch, p, qu, t and ts are pronounced unaspirated as in Spanish,

the corresponding consonants cc, chh, pp, qqu, tt and tss are pronounced with

aspiration as in English.

The consonants b, d, dy, g, and z are prenasalized word medial.
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